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Abstract. Conversational interaclions are coopcrlltively constnrcted aclivilies
in which participants negotiate their enlrances, \Ums and alignments with other
speakers, oftentimes with an underlying long-term. objective of obtaining some
agreemem. Obtaining a fmal and morally binding accord in a conversational
interaction is of impOrlance in a great variety of contex ts, particularly in
psychotherapeuLic interactions, in contractual negoliatio(1s or in educalio(1al
contexts. Various prosodie and gestural elements in a conversational interaction
can be interpreted as signals of a :'Ipeaker' s agreement and tbey are probably of
impo!1ance in the emergence of an accord in a conversational exchange. In this
paper. we survey Lhe soeial and psychological context of agreement seeking. as
well as the existiog lilernrure 0 0 Lhe vi~lIal and prosodic measurement of
agreement in cooversational seuings .

1 Introduction
In our increasingly complex and interconnected societal structure. obtaining
agreements is often a cons iderable chalJenge. In comparison to the societal struC1Ures
predominating in the industrialized countries uol il World W ar U. current slructUres
are far more complex, geographically more diffused, and culturally more diverse . As
a res ult , individuals responsible for conunercial , government al or educaliona l
decisions are often unknown to indi viduals working at the periphery of an
organizat ioD, mey may speak a different language, and their value systems may be
unlike that of their employees or of their customers. Also, many mo re fa milies in
Europe have been constituted from diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Such
difference.~ inc rease the opportunities for d isagreements, which naturally leads [0 an
inc reased potential for lack of underslanding. disagreementS and disputes in the
execut ion of joinl objectives .
At the same time, individuals in oor modern soc ie lies have more options available
to them than in previous genenl:lions. It is far eas ier today to c hange producLS,
employers or Life partners than it was in previous generanons. Although many of
Ihese o ptions are desirable for personal advancement and for an optimized matching
between j ob offer and employee availability . lhere is no d enying lhatlhe divers it y of
options available to modem individuals frequently complicates obtaining agreements
between employers and employees. be rween vendors and customers as weU as
between the different members of a family strUCture.
A. esposito et al. (Eds.): Verblll and Nonveibal Commun. Behaviours. LNAI II71.5. pp. 85-98 . 2007.
" Springer- Verlag Berlin Heiddberg 2001
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Res~ardl 0 0 marriage, farnjiy and psychoLherapeutic issues is probably the context
~here ~ssues of agreem.ent, disagreement and its .... arious co nnoted elements (heated
dJSCUSSIO~, verbal COnflIct, verbal abuse, verbal attack, verbal aggression, conflictuai

conversauons, etc,) ha ve recei.ved ~he mO~1 systematic attentio n, particularly during
the ~ast few years. Res~ar:h In ,thiS specialized fi eld of interpersonal relationships

provldc:-s some :~luable InsIghts Into (a) the various catego ries of agreement, (b) the
~beore(lcal p~S1tIOn . and importance of agreements and disagreements within
Interpersonal rnteracttons, and (c) the identification of prosod ic lind visual indicators

of agreement.

2 Agreement in Family Relationships and in Organizational
Structures
2.1 Chronic Aggressions and Conflicts
The mos[ sys[ema[ic past research on agreement/disagreement has been conducled
from ,a dysfunctional perspecti ve. A fairly clear trail of relationships has been
establiShed between the effects of IO/lc-Iasting disagreemenfs (destructive and
unhelpjll.' com.melllS, verbal attacks, etc.) aDd various degrees of family dysfunction.
These dls.ruptlve effects become mOSI evident over longer periods of lime . For
e~ ampl.e, In Shortt et al.'s study on Ihe relationships of 158 young couples al risk for
separation (male and femaJe average 21 years), both physicaJ and verbal forms of
aggression were exantined Over the course of 6 years as predictors of separation of the
~oupJe r56~. As e.xpecled, the likelihood of relationship dissolut ion was significantly
Increas~d ;n couples where physic~ agg.res.sion was present; also. psychological
aggression was strongly correlaled Wltb phYSical aggression (r of about .5 in t.he two
~~sured ~me pe~odS). The relationship between verbal and physical aggression was
Sl.IlUlarly situated In a study conducled by DeMaris on 3,508 married and cohabiting
couples [1] . In .Ihese and a number of other studies with smaller populalion samples.
strong verbal ~Isagreement was shown to be less destructive of famil y relationships
Ihan was phYSical aggression, but i[ figured as an important cOnlributing factor in
family dysfunclion.
The hannfulness of chronic verbal disagreement appears 10 show up most clearly at
an older age, after long-term exposure. In a study of 729 adul[s al leasr 50 years of
age, currentl~ married and in their fu-si marriage, marital qUality (defined as
agreem.entS/~lsagreements, positive and negative spousaJ be haviours, overaJl Quality
ofrelall~nsblp and maritaJ communication) predicted to a significant degree measures
of phYSIcal health, defined as chronic health problems, more disability and poorer
, Definition of P~ycholog(Cal aggression in this Siudy: "Observed psychological aggression was
the rale per ?unute of conl:nt codes negali~e verbal, verbal QUack. and coerce during the
probl~m-solvlng task. Negallve ve~a~ behaVIOr was blaming or disapproving of the partn er
(e.g .. y~~ n~a1Jy blew !.hal one. dldn I you.'). Verbal anack included name-calling, thrents.
and h.unuhatlOn of Lhe partner (e.g., 'You're such a loser.'). Coerce was a demand (or
~havlor change t~al implied impending physical or psycbological harm (e.g .. 'You'/I shnt up
1f you know what IS good for you .. )."
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perceived health {2}. In particular. chronic negative verbal behaviours, such as
excessive de mands, being too critical or argumentative. being unreliable or
continually agitating one' s partner was associated with poorer physical health in the
respondents. When these negative behaviours were present. they outweighed the
positive spousal behaviours with respect to influencing physical health.
These studies place verbal disagreement and aggression in the family core into a
chain of events that can be summarized as follows. The original intention behind
verbal aggressions is geoerally an "attack on the self concept of the receiver in order
to deliver psychological pain". These attacks are often used to " intimidate, subjugate
and control another human being,,2. In coature adults, verbal aggression ultimately
translates into lower degrees of marilal satisfaclion 3, which leads to negative
oulcomes in physical and menta l well-being in those couples [hat remain married.
Several elements of this causative translate chain were stalistically supponed by a
study by Gavazzi et al. [3], notably the relationship between (a) the repeated use of
depreciative comments (Le., frequent events), (b) the establishment o f dissatisjaction
wilhin the relationship (i .e., a stable stare in which verbal infonnation has been
cumulated and has been translated into appreciations and evaluations of a marilal
condition), and (c) the negative physical and menial health effects resulting from this
state (i.e .. a measurable outcome).
Temporary and Noo·threalening Disagreements
These references thus indicate that. the presence of chronic verbal aggression is an
imponant oegative factor in the evolution of personal relationships. Does this also
mean that the opposite, verbal suppon, can act as an importanr positive faclor?
Unfortunately. relati vely little research has been performed on the benefits of verbal
support in family relationships. However, research by Paue~on and colleagues on
particularly successful enterprises performed in the lale 1990's has shown the
remarkable impact of successful conversational patrerns in organizalionaJ structures,
and has deepened our understanding of the complex patterns on agreements and
disagreements (4).
In the large -scale and long-Ierm resea rch underlying the Patterson et al. account, it
emerged that ooe of the majo r differences between particularly successful enrerprises
and other enterprises of similar size orientation was related to {he presence o f
successful internal communication channels (e.g., well-func(ioning meetings,
produc.:tive email exchanges and satisfactory face-lo-face conversational e~changes,
etc.). A fairly e~tensi ve network of supportive semantic, emotional and verbal
elements was identified in the analyses of such exchanges. lt was shown, for example,
that above all, an atmosphere of trust and confidence must prevail to enable the
discussion of delicate issues (Patlerson et al.: "safety in dialog"). that emotions must
be bound and be translaled into produclive verbal statements. that allentive listening
and valid interprelation of interlocurors' statements is required to build confid ence in
the conversational process, and (hal final conversa[ional accords must ultimately be
translated into valid actions. Only when all these elemenlS are present, can a given
Infanle & Wigley (53J and Jacobson & Gottman [541 respeclively, ciled in Gavazzi el al.l)) .
] The relalionsh.ip betwcen dissatis faction and separation amId nOt be demon sttaled for Ibe
younger adUllS {21 years old (II).

1
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comrnurUcation channel make success ful contributions
enterprise dynamics 4 ,

(0

employee satisfaction

anp

2.2 Support and Agreement

•••;.

II eOJerges from these and related studies that an important difference must be made
between the underlying presence or absence of supporr and the oven presence or
absence of agreement. Successful communication resulting in generally supported
accords involves both agreements and disagreemellfs formed in (he confext oj
support. In facr, one function of successful soc ial groups is to favour "agreeing (0
disagree" . Nelson & Aboud [5J, for e,'(,ampie, showed that friends of third · and fourth
grade children furnished both more explanations and more criticism of their panners
than did non· friends. Also among friends, disagreements provoked more beneficial
change on Lhe given ex.perimental tasks than did agreemems. FUIlher, (he disagreeing
friend ' pairs presented more IJJ.Qture solutions than did non-friends . Warran(ed
disagreement be l ween well-meaning friends is thus part of a healthy social
development pattern which involves an evolution of boLh agreements and
disagreements. The important component of this evolution is lhat both agreeme nts
and di sagreeme nls can occur within the framework of a supportive soc ial
environmenl.
Also, some disagreemems are imposed by external circumstances. For inslance. it
has been argued Lhat premature consensus 00 certain medical treatmenls has led (0
standardized treatments that were later shown to be harmful or of doubLful benefit
(bloodletling. electroconvulsive therapy, elc.) . Also, such premature consensus has
led to !.he marginalization of proponents of opposite views (6) . Warranted
disagreement must thus be possible at various levels of societal grouping (families,
enterprises. countries. etc.) to favour the evolution of meaningful social solutions, and
it should reinforce values that are ethically or morally responsible. As an interesting
example of the importance of disagreement. Erath & Bierman [7J showed Lhat
children Jiving in violence-favouring families where there was little disagreement
between parents showed significantly more tendency toward the use of violence
outside the family than tbose whcre there was disagreement belween parenLS.
Apparently. the silem approval of violence by parents reinforced the willingness to
use violence outside of the family.
We conclude from Lhis section that successful co mmunication invol ves patterns of
seeki ng agreements where 'hey are warranted and of permitting, encouraging and
supporting disagreements where they are necessary and appropriate. The systematic
promotion of supportive communicalion channe ls where both agreemeots and
disagreements are welcome can lead 10 the weU·being and a heightened productivity
of participants. On the other hand, chronic lack of support in a non-supportive

~

4

"~

j

••
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Somewhat si milar conclusions were formul ated by a leam working at thot Harvard Negotiation
Project [55] .
"SuppOrt" is taken here in the wider sense of active as well as passive support . In a family
situation, support involves the notion of "potential ait.! in need", while in an enterprise
situation , support can he merely ''UccepulOcc of common purpose" or "acceplance of
divergence". This coneept is tenned "safelY" by Pallerson e l 01. l04]. The crucial e le ments are
thai participoOls in the enterprise musl sh~re "mutual purpose" andlor "mutual respecl".
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environment and tbe inflictiv e use of aggressive verbal. material have co nsi~erable
negative long.term effects on psycho logical and phYSical welfare of famIly and
.
organizational participanLS.
A systematic theoretical structure emerges from these .sludle.s t~at can be
summarized in terms of a tn'-phase model (Table 1). The key dImenSion IS ±'SIlppo~r,
and the three phases are events. slates and outcomes. Prod~ctive aod sym~a"hellc
communicative in teractions (events) permit to creme an enVlTonmenl of poslClve or
negative rapport (8 state); if tbe results of co nversationa] exch~ges. are. seen to
translate into actual positive effecls (outcomes), positive rapp~~ IS maLDtam~d ~d
improved . and increased participant satisfac ~ion results. FaJ~!Og commuru.catlVe
interaclions can be seen as the inverse of thiS model. Chr~rucally destrucllve or
nhelpful statements or coaunentS showing lack of understanding lead to stable states
~f negative rapport and dimust; over a cet1~n period of t.ime,. such a state can lead to
reduced productivity as well as to psycbologlcal and physical 1]] health .
Table 1. An Overall Interactional Model

+ Supporl

Events
_ conslmclive or supportiw
comments
_ stalements showing

- Support

_ conslnIctive or supportive
responses
deslnIctive and unhelpful
comments
_ statements showing lack. of

Stales

Ourcomes

positive rapport ,

Increased
satisfaction and
produclivity

negative rapport

Impaired
psychological and
physical health

undenurnding

undersurnding
_ aggressive response.~
silenee, wilhdtawaI

2.3 Agreement in Dyadic Interaction: State or Research in Social and Clinical

Psychology
We conclude from lbe previous sections that conversations contribute in major
fashion to an atmosphere of presence or absence ?f support lhr~Ugh complex
interplays between manifestations of agreement and dIsagreement, ~Ilh the supp~rt
perceived in such excbanges contributing in crucial manner to Lmportant soctal
outcomes. Tbe building blocks of such exchanges arc the .instances o.f agreemenr and
disagreemenl. Instances of agreement/disagreement provl.de the baSlS for support (0
be perceived or for a pre~ex.isting confidence to be undenruned or de~lCoye.d .
Although the overall logic go~ernj~g conve.rsa~ional behavLour .IS prob~bl y
reaso nably simple, Ihe positi ve identlfi~auo? and slgruflcaRce of l~e vanous SOClal~~
significanl components in a conversation IS rarely easy. On 1~X1cal and sem~
grounds. it is often difficult to make differences between supporttve an~ unsuppo~tlve
comments (see e.g .. neutral and sarcastic comments). and prosodiC and v.Lsual
indicators of presence or absence of support may pre·exist between conversational
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partners. but be barely noticeable in a given conversation. Also, participants generaUy,
pay little attemion to such indicators, since they are primarily bent on Lransmiltmg
their own intentions in me conversation. Even when participants have been trained to
become mOre sensitive to subtle indicators of approval and disapproval, mey may still
show resistance or ignorance about the use of such information in the midst of a
conversation.
It is therefore of interest to explore external technical means of measuring
interaction parameters empirically and as automatically as possible . If such indicarors
can indeed be measured reliably and linked to perceived indicCltions of the presence
and absence of support, they could be used in post-hoc sessions to clarify and support
the training of beneficial conversational behaviours, particularly in psychotherapeutic
an d managerial training contexts. The purpose must thus be to elucidate both
conscious and non-conscious elements in a conversation. particularly in dyadic
exchanges.

•••"

:

•
••
~

•

Indeed. tbere is converging evidence in social psychology that the COurse of a
dyadic interaction is shaped in various ways by 11011-conscious influences. Such
inflnences may arise in all c bannels of communication. Established empirical findings
addressed a wide range of variables. e.g. body configurations and postures [81. band
gest ures (9, 101, bead movemeuts [Ill and e morion-rela ted prosodic features (12). It
is generally acknowle dged that a substantial portion of behaviour Occurs witbout
conscious awareness (e.g. [131) bnt neverlheless may ha ve high impact o n the eourse
of a conversation. One special domain of nonverbal research in dyadic interaetion
deals wich the eorrespondence ofnouverbal features between two or more people.
T his phenomenon of "synchronization" is fonnd both in living syste ms and even
inanimate nature. Flocking birds or a sehool of fish provide examples of behavioural
manifestations of synehrony in lhe animal kingdom. In animals, these phenomena
have been linked with the stability of perception-behaviour links [141. Analogous
mechanisms appear to playa major role in hnman interactions as well; they may be
considered the behavioural undelPinnings of higher-level cog nitive appraisals of
social situations and processes.
Synchrony in Nonverbal Measures
"Behavioural synchronization is a form of coordinative interaction which is
thought to be present in almost all aspects of our social lives, helping us to negotiate
our daily face-Io-face interaction." [15J. Considering huma n interaction globally. it is
evident that some form of coordination or mutual influence plays a crucial role.
Cappella (16) summarized that "Coordination is arguablY the essential characteristic
of eve ry interpersonal in teracti on.
Interpersonal communication requires the
coord ination of behaviour."
Prior to summarizing findin gs fro m social and clinical psychology, we wish to
elarify the terminology. whic h preseOis high he(erogeneity. Bernieri & Rosenthal (17]
group most of the manifestations of sync hrony in (he human domai n under the term
interpersonal coordination, loose ly defined as " ... the degree to which [he behaviours
in an interactio n are non-random. patterned, or synchronized in both timing and
fo rm." Studies that emphasize temporal aspec ts such as simultaneous movement,
rhythm, or mes bing of nonverbal behaviour mainly regard quantitat ive characteristics.
Because of this reliance on kinetic qualities we may classify this type of synchrony as
"moIJemenr synchrony". It deals with ".. the precise tinting a nd coord ination of
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moveme nts between individuals ... whil e the nature or similarity of movem~nl s. is
irrelevant." [1 81. Irrespect ive of which movements are involved, global quanuta.t!ve
variables suc h as speed, duration, or complexi ty of movemeut become synchrOnized
between the two interacting indi viduals.
In contrast to movement sy nc hro ny. the focus may also be put on statie or
qualitative fe atures of an interac tion; postures, mannerisms. an~ facial disp.lays m~y
thus be categorized as "behaviour matching". Correspoudmg terms m SOCIal
psychology are mirroring, mimicry. co ngruence. or the c hameleon effect [13J. In
many real world app lications. however, these two cmegories - move ~e nt synehrony
and behaviour matching - are not disjunctive; commonly a nuxture of both
categories is observed. If interactants share the same . p ost ur~ (i.e . static s~ n chro ny,
behaviour matching) and subsequently change therr bodily co nfiguraflo n in a
temporally coupled manner (dynantic synchrony, movement synch rony), we view
.
synchrony bolh on quautitative as well as qualitative levels..
Emotional phenomena such as empachy, emotional propaga.tlOn and e motLO~ a l
contagion have been investigated in a majority of the studies that dealt with
synchrony in hUman interaction. The link between emotional closeness and synchrony
has thus received considerable attention. In this vein. Darwin (1872/1965) used the
term "sympathy" to refer 10 imitation based on reflex or habit (19]. Allp.ort [20) s~aled
that " ... our understanding of other people is derived from our capacIty to l~late,
usually in imperceptible ways, the behaviour of the person we are trYlOg to
understa nd ... "; and "empathy becomes simply 'kinaesthetic infereuee'." The
co nneetion of synchrony and empathy has stimulated numerous research effolis.
Condon [2 1) who coined the term interaetional synchrony stated that :'Synchrony and
other forms of behavioural s haring express degrees of closeness or distance between
interac ta nts." The nOlion of nonverbal behaviour: correlating with rapport (i.e. a
favourable therapeutic relat.ionship) is s hared by most psychotherapists [22, 23. 24].
The work of Schenen [25. 26, 27 ) suggested ways to conceptualize empa[hy. rap~1i
and the quality of the therapeutic bond . Yel naturalistic studies have been sca r~ smce
many published con lribntions were descriptive or cited m~rely anecdotal eVidence
(e.g. Chamy [28]). Empirical research of synchrony . 10 ps~c hothe ra py fo un.d
preliminary evidence in favour of the hypothesis that IOteractlonal sy nchrony IS
associated with a positive therapeutic relationship and higher agreeme nt between
clients and thera pists (29, 3D, 31).
.
.
Taken together, the spectrum of findings in psychology covers van ous do malOs of
human behaviour and experience. An individual'S experience with the.pheno~e~on. of
synchro ny can be [raced back to early infancy; Mother-infant studies on Lffinatlve
behaviour (for a review, see [32]) have shown that even neonates imitate basic fa~ial
gestures (see also (33]). Recent neurocognitjve research has made a connec~lOn
between interactional synchrony (including empathy and related psyeholog lcal
pheoomena) and a certain system of cortical neurons, the "mirror neurons" r~4, 35,
36.37]. Accordingly, Ramachandran [38] predicted " ... that mirror neurons mlght do
for psychology what DNA did for biology; they will.create a uni~yin g fra m e~o rk and
help explai n a host of mental abilities that have hitherto remruned mystenou s and
inaccessible to experiments."
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3 Prosodic and Visual Measures of Conversational Interaction
Parameters
Past experiments have explored primarily measures of prosody and of visUllI
measures of head movemenl in dyadic conversations. The two measures will be

discussed separately.

Prosody is the use of pitch (intonation), amplitude and timing in voice and speech; it
is used primarily to signal a person's identity, emotion or aLtirude, and it can be used
secondarily to support other conversational functions, such as agreement!
disagreement. The parameters or greatest relevance to support and agreement are
those that have been examined with respect to emotion and attitude. Pittam [39] has

summarized the most relevant prosodic parameters relating
following list:

-----.- ---____ ___

respectively. This result was improved upon by the approach used in. the subsequent
study where an adjacency search was implemented. The result w~ Improved ~nd a
score of 86.9% accuracy was attained using an adjacency analYSIS of a maxlm~m
entropy c1assifLcation for speakers and a reduced number of only three expressIon
types instead of four (positivelnegativelbackchannel+other).

3.2 Visual Measures

3.1 Prosodic Measures

Parameter
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[0

emotion in

- - -- - - -

Phenomena

Previous studies of syncbrony in psychology predominantly relied on obse~er
ratings. Contemporary multimedia technology, ~owever, makes computenzed
quantification of movement increasingly accessible. Computer-b~sed systems
eliminate several of the problems commonly encountered wh~n assessmg non~erbal
behaviour by means of observer ralings, e~pe~i~ly the.hlgh costs (behaVIoural
observation is time-consuming) and the low obJectlvllY of ratmg procedures.

lbe

----

variab~i~li~ty~,~p-e~rtu-'~b~'~ti~O~",-C-O-"~IO-U-'-;de' tails - - -- ------1
.~--- -- -- - -- . _ - -----._--- FO (fundamental frequency,

!B.le~

__

~

• __ ____ _

m~ ran~,

variabl!.iir

Fonnan~

__~m~e'~"~sLb~a~"~d~w~i~dt~h~-- ------------------------ __I
~e.!f1'pornl __ _ _ •
s eech rate, ausin
. ___ _
__ E!~y_ _
~ __ _ slurringofarticulalioo. _ _ .___________
Spectral
noise, proportion of high frequency energy to low LTS
contour and frequency range, shorHenn spectral envelope
measures
- - - - - - - - --

••

•
!
~

•

=
•

Within this list, parameters relating to pitch are probably easiest to analyze and
have been used in recent studies on agreemenl. For example, Roth & Tobin showed a
number of pitch pattems emerging in recent natura us tic recordings of well- or illintegrated teachers in New York Inner City schools [39]. Fairly evident paLterns of
pitch disagreemenrs, alignments and integration were shown in this study. The pitCh
patterns of well-integrated teachers formed continuous patterns with those of their
students, while those of ill-integrated teachers showed discontinuous and independent
palterns.
QuantiTative evaluations of agreement/disagreement in meetings were performed in
[401 and [41]. In the frrs[ study, 9854 "spurts" (periods of speech without pauses>
500 ms) from seven meetings were labelled as positive, negative, backchaone[6 and
umher". One fifth of the spurts was hand labelled, and the rest was labelled with the
use of a decision tree classifier using lexical categories (e.g., number of words in a
spurt, type of expression, and frequency indicators) [IS well as prosodic categories
(e.g., pauses, fundamental frequency, and duration). Adjacency information (which
c[ln be seen to be of importance in Figures 1-4) was not used. Both lexical and
prosodic indicators provided encouraging learning rates with 78% and 66% accuracy

Fig. 6. Frame-to-frame head movements for both participants of a psycho-therapeulic dyad are
converted into an amplitude graph. Data from Rnmseyer & Tschacher, 2006.
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Fig. 7. The delays betweeo head movements are scored. fn Ihe left .part of.lhe graph, Ibe
therapist's movements (grey) follow those of the patieot (black),. ~d Ln the right part of the
.,rap h, there is a passage whcre both participants show COinCidental head movements
(J

("synchrony"). Data from [44).
o Ph::uic or "back-channeling" commenrs are used to signal events relating to conversational
organization, such as signals or invitations t? rake a turn [391.
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One such automated approach is Motion Energy Analysis (MEA). MEA of a
recorded movie is based upon an image differencing algorithm [42, 43]. Each'
individual image (frame) of a movie bas a constant number of pixels that generate a
disrribmion of grey-scale values ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white). With a fixed
camera shot and nothing moving, each pixel retains its grey-scale value from one
frame to the next. As soon as any item in a frame moves, the grey-seale distribution
changes and can be quantified by differencing subsequent frames. The degree of
movement from one frame to the next (the motion energy) equals this differenee.
MEA is a simple method to continuously quantify movement in a video stream.
Some caveats need to be considered however. First, the camera shot has to remain
perfectly steady throughout the sequence; second. lighting conditions must be kept
stable; third, the method solely quantifies movement energy, yet is blind to the
direction or location of movement To monitor motion energy of two persons in an
interaction setting, two regions of interest (ROJ) are defined. Within each ROT,
differencing of grey-scale values is performed and recorded separately. If location
information is essential, more than two ROls may be defined (c.g. the faces. hands
and arms of interactants). We thus gencrate two or more continuous time scries that
encode the amount of movement in these regions. Synchrony is consequently defined
as the statistical correlation between the time series. Grammer's research group at the
University of Vienna implemented the NfEA melhod mseveral empirical studies, e.g.
of courtship communication [45, 461, physical attractiveness [45J and interpersonal
attraction [471Recent and eurren! research projects in the second author's department have
addressed the process of dyadic relationship formation in psychotherapy. We found
synchronization of interactants at the level of questionnaire data (i.e. self-evaluations
in post-session reports) [48, 49J, in the domain of physiological parameters (50. 51] as
well as in nonverbal social behaviour [44].
These findings eoncern the nonverbal channel. In a pilot study of naturalistic
dyadic psychotherapy, we analyzed randomly selected therapy sessions taken from a
very large sample of therapies conducted at the psycbotherapy research centre of the
Uni versity of Bern [52]. This database consisted of over 22,000 recorded therapy
sessions, each 50 mlnutes in duration. From this set of sessions. a random sample of
100 sessions displaying different therapy dyads was drawn. An interim analysis at this
moment is based on 50 dyads. In their therapeutic interactions, nonverbal synchrony
was measured using the MEA approach.
A Significant level of synchrony between patient and therapist time series was
deteeted, in comparison to surrogate data. Statistical analyses showed rhat synchrony
computed within the initial 15 minutes of interaction significantly predicted patients'
post session evaluations of therapeutic bond quality. In other words, movement
synchrony was linked with therapeutic support and rappon. Furthermore, the alleged
assoeiation between the degree of synchrony during therapy and outcome at the end
of therapy was corroborated. especially with the outcome measures 'patients'
subjective well~being' and 'patients' competence expectancy'. In sum, higher degrees
of nonverbal synchrony correlated with beller therapeutic relationships as well as with
better outcomes at the end of therapy.
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4 Conclusion
In this brief review we have considered the process and c?ntext of .a~reement
building, as well as Ihe empirical measurem.enl .of agreement. lfi the p~lclpants. It
was seen that the pursuit of agreement buildlOg IS ~mbedded.m and ~Ul.ld~ upon the
" "
" 1 framework If this framework IS Supportive, or If It is at least
. '
h
pre-exlstmg S O C i a ·
characterized by an acceptance of conunon purpose, conversatLO~al t.ransactlO ns ave
ch greater chance of reaching the intended goal of a morally bmdmg agreement. If
mu
" n i l " l aI eaching an agreement may be
the framework is non-supportive or co IC u , r
difficult to impossible.
.
'f£' d
d
Prosodic gestural and postural information may prOVide a dl. erentlate an f
inde enden~ measu(e of the process of agreement buildi~g which can be 0
p
"I" "a1
d training contexts. Some pdot work has shown
. ' I
conSiderable use 10 c totC an
exeellent correspondenee between prosodic indicators of agreement .10 conv~rs~tlona
"
d between bead mOvement and fundamental accord m psyc 0 erapy
settmgs. an
d'
d
.der and more
senin s The data must be replieated over new stu tes, an a WI.
•.
precisgel'y circumscribed set of indicators must be ?efined for this research obJective.
Also it must be established jf these empirieal indicators concern ov~rt agr~~.ent ~r
relate more to the less evident development of support mechanIsms Wlt In t e
conversational relationship.
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Gesture, Prosody and Lexicon in Task-Oriented
Dialogues: Multimedia Corpus Recording and Labelling
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Abstract. The aim of the DiaGeSI Project is to study interdependencies
between gesture, lexjcon, and prosody in Polish dialogues. The material under
study comprises three task.<; realised by twenty pairs of subjects. Two tasks
involve instructional, task·oriented di:llogues, while the third is based on a
question answering procedure. A system for corpus labelling is cu rren tly being
designed on the basis of current standards. The corpus will be annotated for
gestures, lexical content of utterances, intonation and rhythm. In order to relate
various phenomena to the contextualized meaning of dialogue utterances, the
material will also be lagged in tenns of dialogue aets. Synchronised tags will be
placed in respective annotation Hers in ELAN. A number of detailed studies
related to the problems of geslure~prosody, gesture-lexicon and prosody-lexicon
interactions will be carried out on the basis of the tagged material.
Keywords: dialogue, gestur.:. lex.icon. derivation, prosody.

1 Introduction
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MUle the holistic approach to d ialogue analysis, comprising s peech and gesture
inreraction, can hardly be considered "new" or " reccnl"17J. [291. [30), the attcmpts CO
implemen t it in corpus-based studies of spontaneous communicalioD sli U face marty
difficulties and many fundame ntal question s have not been [ully answered yet (35] .
Due to s ubsta ntial tech no logica l progress, standard desktop computers offer not
only Ihe possibility of detailed. large-scale audio signa l analysis, bUI also video
editing a nd labelling optio ns. On the side of methodology, after the initial period of
revo)utionaJ c haos, an increasing tendency to defme corpus labelling standards can be
nOliced . Nevertheless, even with the new software, hardware and me thodological
lool s in band, we can hardly cope with the abundant data coming from comple lely
spontaneous, uncontrol1ed dialogue situations.
One way to obtain at least partially controlled and more managea ble data is to put,
indireclly, some conslrdinLS on the speakers by assigning them a specifiC task. Taskoriented dialogues are a frequent subject of study becau se Ihey provide linguistic
material which is both relatively well-slructured and contains D certai n dose of
A. Es po~ilo et aJ. (Eds.): Verbat and Nonverbal Commun. Behaviours, LNAI 4775, pp. 99-1 to, 2007.
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